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Abstract—While one-dimensional Markov processes are well
understood, going to higher dimensions there are only a
few analytically solved Ising-like models, in practice re-
quiring to use relatively costly, uncontrollable and inaccu-
rate Monte-Carlo methods. There is discussed analytical ap-
proach for e.g. width × ∞ approximation of lattice, also
exploiting Hammersley-Clifford theorem to generate random
Gibbs/Markov field through scanning line-by-line using local
statistical model as in lossless image compression. While its
conditional distributions could be found with Monte-Carlo
methods, there is discussed use of Maximal Entropy Random
Walk (MERW) to calculate them from approximation of
lattice as infinite in one direction and finite in the remaining.
Specifically, in the finite directions there is built alphabet of
all patterns, then transition matrix containing energy for all
pairs of such patterns is built, from its dominant eigenvector
getting probability distribution of pairs of patterns in Boltz-
mann distribution of their infinite sequences, which can be
translated into local statistical model for line-by-line scan. Such
inexpensive models, requiring seconds on a laptop for attached
implementation and directly providing probability distributions
of patterns, were tested for mean entropy and energy per node,
getting maximal ≈ 0.02 error from analytical solution near
critical point, which quickly improves to extremely accurate
e.g. ≈ 10−10 error for J ≈ 0.2.
Keywords: information theory, statistical mechanics,
Markov fields, Ising model, Gibbs field, Hammersley-
Clifford theorem, Monte-Carlo, lossless image compression
I. INTRODUCTION
Gibbs fields are the basic models of statistical mechanics,
condensed matter physics. In 1971 through Hammersley-
Clifford theorem [1], they turned out equivalent with pro-
viding different perspective Markov fields, stimulating both
fundamental information theory research as being interesting
topic very far from complete understanding, but also having
potential for new practical tools and applications especially
around image analysis, segmentation, compression [2], [3],
or maybe for storing information in constrained media like
Bit Patterned Media Recording [4].
As there are only few models with known analytical solu-
tion like zero-field 2D Ising model [5] awarded Nobel prize,
in practice there are mainly used Monte-Carlo methods [6]
which are costly to provide uncorrelated fields, agreement
with desired probability distribution, high accuracy for esti-
mated properties, can get trapped in local minima preventing
from exploring full configuration space [7].
Hence it is valuable to develop intermediate methods e.g.
Figure 1. Top: we focus on Gibbs fields - defined by Boltzmann probability
distribution Pr(s) ∝ e−βE(s) of 2D lattice configurations s : Z2 → A
with short-range interactions: energy E being sum of functions of values
in each node and edge (visualized with orange color). By Hammersley-
Clifford theorem, Gibbs field is equivalent with Markov field: in which
conditional probability distributions based on values in some region (blue),
depend only on values in the boundary of this region (green). Below: we use
the presented MERW formula to find probability distribution of (u, v) pairs
of neighboring patterns of finite w width - getting analytical solution for
Boltzmann distribution among their infinite sequences in vertical direction.
Summing over the ’*’ positions, and dividing by sum over ’?’ values, we
get the model: probability of ’?’ value based on a few neighboring values
marked green. We can use such calculated local conditional probability
distribution model e.g. to generate random field through such scanning
line-by-line, calculate parameters like mean entropy or energy per node,
probability distribution of patterns, data compress such configuration or
store information in it. Bottom: errors (differences from accurate values)
of calculated entropy (left) and energy (right) per node found this way for
various J = Jv = Jh coupling parameters (β = 1, µ = 0), using various
model size (up) and widths used to calculate the model (down). These errors
reach ≈ 0.02 near critical point J ≈ 0.44, but reduce orders of magnitude
if moving away from this point. We can see characteristic beak near critical
point, which might be useful to localize it in general case.
analytical for approximated problem, like discussed here
visualized in Fig. 1, which combines two concepts that can
be also applied separately:
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2• Markov fields allow to simplify calculation of condi-
tional probability distribution to be based only on local
situation, what is very convenient from perspective of
generating them by scanning line-by-line as in lossless
image compression like LOCO-I [8].
• Such model of local conditional distributions requires
to know probability distribution of patterns - they could
be found with Monte-Carlo, but it is costly to get high
accuracy this way. Here they are found with Maximal
Entropy Random Walk (MERW) providing analytical
solution for approximation of lattice to infinite in one
direction and finite in the remaining.
Presented methodology was originally introduced [9] by the
author in 2006 for 2D Fibonacci coding (Hard Square) prob-
lem - for storing information in lattice of bits where it is for-
bidden to use two neighboring ’1’s, what could e.g. allow to
improve HDD capacity. Statistical model found with MERW
allowed to work ≈ 10−9 bits/node (for a = b = 5 here)
below theoretical ≈ 0.5878911617753406 bits/node [10]
entropy threshold, and first Asymmetric Numeral Systems
were introduced there for such (reversed) entropy coding
purpose. This article expands it from uniform distribution
among allowed patterns into Boltzmann distribution for
general Ising-like models. Appendix A contains example
implementation, Appendix B contains divagations on using
realisation of Ising-like model for computing purposes.
II. PROBLEM AND METHODOLOGY
A. Gibbs fields with Ising model as practical example
Information theoretic discussion of the proposed method-
ology can be found in [9] from perspective of 2D Fi-
bonacci/Hard Square problem forbidding some patterns.
Here we would like to expand it to more general Boltzmann
distribution of patterns in Gibbs field.
We focus on (infinite) d-dimensional lattice X = Zd,
being interested in its space of configurations: s : X → A
for some alphabet A, e.g. {0, 1} or {−1, 1}. We focus on
discrete alphabets, but there are also considered continuous.
We would like to consider Boltzmann distribution among
such configurations:
Pr(s) ∝ exp(−βE(s)) (1)
where β can be fixed here to β = 1, E(s) is called energy
of configuration and usually is defined in a translationally
invariant way, for example in popular 2D Ising model we
will focus on here: A = {−1, 1}, energy E(s) =
− µ
∑
x,y∈Z
sx,y − Jh
∑
x,y∈Z
sx,ysx+1,y − Jv
∑
x,y∈Z
sx,ysx,y+1
(2)
where µ corresponds to external field, Jh, Jv are horizontal
and vertical coupling constants, usually the same: the pre-
sented tests are for Jh = Jv = J , β = 1, µ = 0.
Some properties of interest to be found are average
entropy, energy, value per node - there are known analytical
formulas for µ = 0 case ([5], [10]) used in tests here. As
the lattice is infinite, such local averages can be defined by
limit of averages from finite size lattices. Here it is avoided
by imagining that all values were chosen by translationally
invariant conditional probability distribution model: for line-
by-line scanning, what allows to obtain averages from prob-
ability distribution of its local situations.
From information theory perspective it is also valuable to
be able to use the presented approach to calculate probability
distributions of patterns for such ensembles, what defines
their Markov type [11].
All such questions can be approximately answered and
in practice usually are using Monte-Carlo methods like
Metropolis-Hastings [6]. They generate random fields on
finite lattice e.g. with cyclic boundary conditions by re-
peating large number of times: take random position and
randomly modify its value or not accordingly to calculated
probability depending on its neighbors. While we have
certainty of asymptotically getting field from the assumed
probability distribution, in practice only finite numbers of
steps are used - bringing difficult questions of probability
distribution it has actually used and autocorrelations with
the previously generated field, in addition to contribution of
its approximation with finite lattice.
Additionally, even if being from perfect desired distribu-
tion, estimation of probability distribution of patterns from
random samples has error decreasing with square root of
the sample size - making it impractical to get e.g. ∼ 10−10
accuracy, which often can be inexpensively achieved with
the discussed approach as in evaluation in Fig. 1.
B. Hammersley-Clifford theorem and Markov property
While Gibbs fields seem not very convenient to understand
local statistical behavior, fortunately through Hammersley-
Clifford theorem [1] they turn out equivalent with Markov
fields, which generalize property from Markov processes
into multidimensional case, can be written e.g. as:
Pr(sx,y|X\(x, y)) = Pr(sx,y|N (x, y)) (3)
where N is neighborhood accordingly to the used interac-
tion/constraints in energy formula, e.g. 4 neighbors in (2) of
Ising model
This is local Markov property, visualized in the left
diagram in top of Fig. 1. Applying it multiple times we
get global formulation from the middle diagram: conditional
distribution in some set of nodes depends only of values at
its boundary according to the used interaction/constriants.
Finally we can also use it for scanning (right diagram):
generate random field through taking succeeding line-by-line
random values like in lossless image compression. Markov
property says that conditional distribution based on already
fixed values in fact depends only on the boundary values. In
Z2 lattice this boundary is infinite, but we can approximate
using local: a few values before and after - correspondingly
b and a values as in this diagram.
3For such fixed b values before and a after, we can put the
entire behavior into size |A|a+b table - of ’?’ conditional
probability based on all a+b values. To find such model we
need to estimate probability distribution of all size a+ b+ 1
patterns including ’?’, then divide it by sum over all values
of ’?’. In Fig. 1 error plot we can see that while calculated
entropy strongly depends on such a, b context size, energy
nearly does not.
We could find such pattern distributions with Monte-
Carlo, but it would be costly to get decent accuracies this
way - here we use MERW instead.
C. Maximal Entropy Random Walk (MERW)
MERW ([9], [12]) analytically solves general 1D problem,
is further applied to graph of all width w patterns. Originally
for a graph adjacency matrix M it provides stochastic matrix
assuming uniform distribution of paths on this graph, or
equivalently maximizing entropy rate. As sketched below,
it can be generalized from uniform to Boltzmann distribu-
tion [13] by replacing adjacency matrix with:
Muv = exp(−β(Eu/2 + Euv + Ev/2)) (4)
where Eu is energy of vertex/pattern u, Euv of u − v
edge/interaction. In statistical physics it is referred as transi-
tion matrix [10] and averaged properties are calculated from
its eigenvalues. Here we would like to find stochastic model,
what requires its dominant eigenvector instead:
Mψ = λψ for maximal |λ|,
∑
i
ψ2i = 1 (5)
From Perron-Frobenius theorem this eigenvector should be
unique and can be chosen as real, allowing to approximate
Mp ≈ λpψψT for large powers p. From the other side from
(4), M2p can be seen as sum (partition function) over all
length 2p paths using Boltzmann distribution. Fixing their
central position to u and performing p → ∞ limit, we get
probability distribution of patterns Pr(u) ∝ (ψu)2. Analo-
gously fixing its neighboring two central positions to u, v
and performing p→∞ limit we get Pr(u, v) ∝ ψuMuvψv .
Normalizing them to sum to 1, thanks to
∑
u(ψu)
2 = 1 and
Mψ = λψ, we get probability distributions for one and two
neighboring vertices/patterns:
Pr(u) = (ψu)2 Pr(u, v) = ψu
Muv
λ
ψv (6)
D. Calculating the model
Formula (6) allows us to calculate probability distribution
of pairs of neighboring values assuming Boltzmann distri-
bution among their infinite sequences.
To apply it to a multidimensional lattice case, we can
approximate the remaining directions with finite width w
like in Fig. 1, getting random walk in large size |A|w set
of states Aw. We can assume cyclic boundary conditions
- approximating Z2 lattice with infinite length cylinder
surface. Otherwise we approximate with w ×∞ rectangle.
Figure 2. Plots: differences between calculated parameters of models
(Pr(? = +|before, after)) using width=14 and width= 13, for a = b = 1
model with 22 = 4 parameters (up) and a = b = 2 model with 24 = 16
parameters (down) to evaluate their accuracies. We can see that especially
above the critical point (J ≈ 0.44) parameters for opposite neighboring
spins have lower accuracies. Characteristic beak near critical point suggests
that they could be localized this way. Below plots there are parameters
(probabilities of using ’+’) for width 14 and J = 0.1, 0.44, 1 cases.
Now for the assumed interaction model we need to
calculate individual energy of each Aw pattern, and inter-
action energy between all their pairs, constructing transition
matrix (4). Calculating its dominant eigenvector we can find
probability distribution of pairs Pr(u, v) using (6).
Now we can calculate the model by summing over values
in unused positions - marked by stars in Fig. 1, and dividing
by sums over the searched position ’?’. Appendix contains
optimized implementation of this procedure in Wolfram
Mathematica, Fig. 2 contains examples of such models.
E. Applying the scanning model
Discussed model provides conditional probability distri-
bution for the currently considered position, based on local
already chosen values in scanning line-by-line.
For low dimension and short range interactions it can
be inexpensively calculated with discussed MERW-based
approach, providing nearly accurate values unless being
4close to a critical point. In remaining cases we can always
search for such model with Monte-Carlo, however, getting
high accuracy might become computationally very costly.
Having such model, a basic application is calculating
average energy, entropy, value per node, e.g. by averaging
such properties for currently chosen value over estimated
probability distribution of considered size a + b context -
e.g. as realized in Appendix.
Another application is generation of random field using
such model through line-by-line scan, for boundary values
using model with reduced context. As being generated
from scratch, we get practically uncorrelated configuration
this way. There remains question of its agreement with
assumed distribution, in any case there can be later applied
some reduced number of Monte-Carlo steps to improve this
distribution - details of savings which can be obtained this
way need further investigation.
Other possible applications of such scanning models is
data compression of random fields, or storing information
in such constrained media by using entropy coder instead of
taking random values, as in the original motivation for the
discussed approach [9].
F. Alternative MERW calculation of model
MERW formulas (6) for probability distribution of sym-
bols/patterns and their pairs can be analogously extended to
formulas for longer: length l sequences of symbols/patterns
by using l−1 appearances of M/λ matrix with correspond-
ing indexes:
Pr(u1u2 . . . ul) = ψu1
Mu1u2
λ
Mu2u3
λ
. . .
Mul−1ul
λ
ψul (7)
In practice we might want to allow multiple patterns in above
intermediate indexes, e.g. all with fixed ’+1’ in some node.
This summation can be generally written by building Πi
matrices with ’1’ on diagonal for all allowed cases for given
position, and zeros beside:
Pr(Π1 . . .Πl) = ψT Π1
M
λ
Π2
M
λ
. . .
M
λ
Πl ψ (8)
Considered various Πi for a given position should sum over
all alternatives to identity matrix. The ψ at the ends can be
imagined as a result of infinite sequence of multiplication of
M/λ, of propagators from both infinities.
We could use the above formula for alternative calculation
of model parameters: by placing considered nodes (green
dots and ’?’ in Fig. 1) in vertical instead of horizontal way,
and using (8) formula for l = a+ b− 1 length.
Intuitively it could lead to more accurate probabilities
thanks to being further from boundaries, however, it would
require many multiplication operations for very large dense
matrices - what is computationally very expensive.
III. DISCUSSION AND FURTHER WORK
There was discussed perspective for Gibbs/Markov fields
as being generated through scanning line-by-line like in
lossless image compression. Hammersley-Clifford theorem
allows to optimize the necessary context for conditional
probability distributions. MERW-based approach allows to
inexpensively calculate quite accurate models at least in
some situations. Having such model we can e.g. estimate pa-
rameters, probability distributions of patterns, inexpensively
generate nearly uncorrelated random fields, data compress
them or store information in such constrained media.
While this approach can be adapted to various short range
interactions in 2D (also long in pattern direction), it quickly
becomes impractical for longer range interactions and higher
dimensions due to exponentially growing space of possible
patterns. It might be possible to overcome e.g. by working on
some spaces of features or classes of abstraction of possible
patterns. Even more difficult question regards continuous
case, requiring to model continuous conditional probabilities
this way, what could be handled by decomposing into mixed
moments and their relations [14].
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5APPENDIX A
IMPLEMENTATION FOR ISING MODEL
This Appendix contains optimized Wolfram Mathematica
implementation of discussed method, also calculation of
average entropy, energy and magnetization, and analytical
formulas to find their exact values for tests. For width=13 it
needs about 3 seconds, for width=14 about 15 seconds. For
higher widths memory requirements quickly grows due to
the needed dense 2w × 2w size matrix prob which is used
for both transition matrix and pair probabilities here.
(* findprob - find Pr(u,v) of pairs of stripes *)
(* needs Jv, Jh, mu, beta, width, cyclic *)
findprob := ( patn = Power[2,width];
pat = Table[2 IntegerDigits[i,2,width]-1.,{i, 0, patn-1}];
tmp = Transpose[pat]; If[cyclic, AppendTo[tmp, tmp[[1]]]];
prod = Transpose[tmp[[1 ;; -2]]*tmp[[2 ;; -1]]];
paten = (* energy of patterns *)
Table[-Jh*Total[prod[[i]]]-mu*Total[pat[[i]]],{i, patn}];
(* calculate transfer matrix as prob: *)
prob = KroneckerProduct[Table[1., patn], paten/2];
prob += Transpose[prob] - pat.Transpose[Jv*pat];
prob = Exp[(-beta)*prob]; (* into transfer matrix *)
{{lam},{psi}}=Abs[Eigensystem[prob,1,Method ->"Arnoldi"]];
prob*=KroneckerProduct[psi/lam,psi];) (* found Pr(u,v) *)
(* find model: pr. of ’?’ based on bef ’b’s before *)
(* [mid-bef,mid-1] and aft ’a’s after [mid,mid+aft-1]: *)
(* ***bbb?***** - next pattern (j) *)
(* ******aaa*** - previous pattern (i) in (ij) pairs *)
h[p_]:=-p*Log[2,p]-(1-p)Log[2,1-p]; (* Shannon entropy *)
findmodel := (tpat = Round[Transpose[pat]]/2 + 1/2;
mid = Ceiling[width/2 + 1]; (* position of ’?’ *)
ipat=Table[Power[2,i],{i,bef,0,-1}].tpat[[mid-bef;;mid]]+1;
jpat=Table[Power[2,i],{i,aft-1,0,-1}].tpat[[mid;;mid+aft-1]]+1;
rprob = (* summing over ’*’ *)
SparseArray[Table[{ipat[[i]],i}->1., {i, patn}]].prob.
SparseArray[Table[{j, jpat[[j]]} -> 1., {j, patn}]];
cprob = rprob[[1 ;; -1 ;; 2]] + rprob[[2 ;; -1 ;; 2]];
model = rprob[[2 ;; -1 ;; 2]]/cprob; (* find the model *)
H = Total[Total[cprob*h[model]]]; (* entropy per node *)
mag = Total[Total[ (* magnetization *)
(rprob[[2 ;; -1 ;; 2]] - rprob[[1 ;; -1 ;; 2]])*cprob]];
U = Total[Total[Table[curs=2BitAnd[i,1]-1; (* energy *)
hs=BitAnd[i,2]-1; vs=2 BitShiftRight[j, aft- 1] - 1;
-curs(mu + Jv*vs + Jh*hs)
,{i,0,Power[2,bef+1]-1},{j,0,Power[2,aft]-1}]*rprob]];
{U, H, mag});
(* caluclates accurate values for U and H *)
accUH[J_, beta_: 1] := (If[J == 0, {0., 1.},
k = 1/Power[Sinh[2*beta*J], 2];
U = -J*Coth[2*beta* J]
(1 + (2/Pi)*(2 Power[Tanh[2*beta*J], 2] - 1)
NIntegrate[1/Sqrt[1-4k*Power[1+k,-2]*Power[Sin[th], 2]],
{th, 0, Pi/2}]);
F = -Log[2]/(2*beta) - (1/(2 Pi*beta))
NIntegrate[Log[Power[Cosh[2*J*beta], 2] +
Sqrt[1+Power[k,2]-2 k*Cos[2*th]]/k], {th, 0, Pi}];
{U, beta (U - F)/Log[2]}])
(* example of application *)
Jv = Jh = 1; mu = 0; beta = 1;
width = 10; cyclic = True;
findprob;
bef = 3; aft = 3;
Print[accUH[Jv, beta], " accurate {U,H}, found:"];
findmodel (*return {U,H,magnetization}*)
APPENDIX B
(WICK-ROTATED) ISING QUANTUM COMPUTING (IQC)
While quantum mechanics is equivalent with Feynman
path integrals of γ(t) paths in time direction, discussed
Ising-like models (e.g. for Aw width w stripes of spins)
are generally assumed to use Boltzmann ensemble among
discrete sequences: γx this time in space, being spatial
realization of MERW. Feynman and Boltzmann path en-
sembles mathematically differ by Wick rotation, sharing
many common features like analogous stationary probability
distribution with localization property and Born rule, e.g.
predicting ρ(x) ∝ sin2(pix) stationary density for dynamics
in [0, 1] range, instead of ρ = 1 for standard diffusion.
MERW has Pr(u) = (ψu)2 Born rule-like behavior
literally from symmetry, as one amplitude ψ comes from
limp→∞(M/λ)p = ψψT propagator from left, second from
right. Born rule’s square is essentially different from axioms
of standard (Kolmogorov) probability theory, hence Bell-
like inequalities derived in the latter are not necessarily
satisfied in the former. For example Mermin’s inequality
Pr(A = B)+Pr(A = C)+Pr(B = C) ≥ 1 for ABC binary
variables, analogous to ”tossing 3 coins, at least 2 give the
same”, can be violated by QM formalism. It is discussed in
[15], containing example of such MERW violation of this
inequality thanks to Born rule based probabilistics, which
might be realizable with discussed Ising-like systems.
That paper also discusses such Feynman path ensemble
view on quantum algorithms - especially Shor’s factoriza-
tion, visualized here in Fig. 3. While in quantum computers
we rather(?) can only ask about the final states by mea-
suring them, Ising model is generally assumed to allow for
realization of Boltzmann path ensembles - what seems a
bit weaker computationally, but compensates it with very
powerful additional possibility of being able to mount these
trajectories in both directions: left and right (instead of only
in the past in quantum computers) - suggesting to consider
(Wick-rotated) Ising Quantum Computers, briefly introduced
here, to be studied in more details in following articles.
The basic idea is using let say width w length l lattice
of spins, having a way to enforce boundary situations (in
’length’ direction): amplitude from left ψL and right ψR
(real nonnegative, sums of squares are 1) e.g. through
weakening interactions on left and acting with strong magnet
on right in the discussed example. In contrast to QC having
complex amplitudes, this time they are real nonnegative and
normalized to 1 sum of squares, there is no interference.
Inside such e.g. size w × l rectangular lattice of spins,
we would like to encode an instance of a problem to be
solved, e.g. through printed layers and external fields. Then
assuming that physics indeed uses Boltzmann distribution
among possible sequences, chosen configuration of spins
should contain a solution (or a hint) - somehow reading it
should help with solving given instance of the problem.
So assume we can control transition matrices inside this
w × l rectangle, this time such matrix can very between
l layers of width w stripes: we can choose {Mx}x=1..l−1
sequence of transition matrices e.g. by printed layers and
external field to encode instance of a problem. While for
constant transition matrix we had worked with dominant
eigenvector, it becomes more complex for varying, anal-
ogously to time-dependent quantum mechanics, discussed
from MERW perspective in Section 5 of [13]. Such Boltz-
mann path ensemble satisfies for γ = (γ1 . . . γl) sequence
of width w stripes:
Pr(γ) ∝ ψLγ1 M1γ1γ2 M2γ2γ3 . . .M l−1γl−1γl ψRγl (9)
what requires normalization: dividing by sum over all such
sequences, for constant transition matrix becoming (7).
6While in quantum computers these intermediate matrices
are unitary: with spectrum in unitary circle, here they are
”transitional”: theoretically with any with real nonnegative
coefficients - corresponding to exp(−βE) where E is energy
of a given edge in assumed Boltzmann sequence ensemble.
Using 0/1 transition matrix corresponds to uniform sequence
ensemble (original MERW, forbidden edges have E =∞).
As in quantum computers (QC), this sequence of
spins/qubits: hiding 2w possibilities, can be imagined as a
tensor product. For systematic design we can build the tran-
sition matrices from gates for one or a few spins/qubits: this
time transitional gates with nonnegative coefficients instead
of QC unitary gates. For example quantum computers use
one-qubit Hadamard gate H to prepare entanglement, here
it can be replaced with mixing gate X:
H =
1√
2
(
1 1
1 −1
)
X =
(
1 1
1 1
)
For example construction of violation of Mermin’s inequality
from [15] can be seen that after preparing chosen ampli-
tude in both directions (the same: ψ000 = ψ111 = 0,
ψ001 = ψ010 = ψ100 = ψ011 = ψ110 = ψ101 = 1/
√
6 ),
for measurement of let say A,B variables we use mixing
matrix X for the unmeasured remaining C variable - sum-
ming corresponding amplitudes, then multiply both sums
in such Born rule (Pr(AB) ∝ (ψAB0 + ψAB1)2), getting
Pr(A = B) = 1/5 leading to violation of the inequality.
Other basic gates that, at least in theory, should be allowed
to use in IQC are permutations of values, like NOT for a
given qubit. There are also allowed controlled gates, e.g.
control-NOT, control-X, etc.
Spatial realization in Ising-like system allows for addi-
tional advantage of bi-directional mounting: fixing ampli-
tudes from both directions, what might allow to directly
attack even NP-complete problems like 3-SAT, as sketched
in Fig. 3. (However, using SPLIT = (1 0 0 1) instead seems
sufficient, allowing also for uni-directional realization)
In 3-SAT (satisfiability), an instance of a problem is
given by size m set of alternatives of triples of some of
used variables, some of which can be negated (NOT). The
question is if values of variables can be chosen to satisfy
all m alternatives (triples). So imagine our width w is the
number of such variables, we can prepare ψL as (Boltzmann)
entanglement of all 2w possibilities, e.g. by starting with any
ψL and processing all spins/qubits with X gates (or take
Ising J = 0, µ = 0). Now we connect corresponding triples
of variables (some NOT-ed) to m OR gates - returning 0
only for ’000’:
OR(x, y, z)T =
(
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
)
further using ψR of size m with fixed all values to 1
(e.g. strong magnetic field), Boltzmann (uniform here) dis-
tribution among paths should restrict initial ensemble to
values satisfying all alternatives. We can assume that there is
exactly one of them (still NP-complete problem), in which
case somehow reading these spins we would get solution to
our problem.
Obviously, practical realization of such setting has many
technical challenges, and Ising assumption of Boltzmann
distribution among possible sequences might be only an ap-
proximation. However, standard QC also have unimaginably
difficult challenges which for practicality might never be
overcame, and are essentially different from of discussed
IQC - providing looking promising alternative direction.
Notice that discussed Wick-rotated quantum computing
is essentially different from adiabatic quantum computing -
searching global minimum of Hamiltonian, which for hard
problems has exponential number of local minima (other-
wise we could quickly search them in classical computer).
In contrast, as Shor algorithm, the discussed one directly
exploits path ensembles.
Figure 3. Top: quantum subroutine for Shor’s factorization algorithm
from [15]. We start with initial state prepared as all zeros, then Hadamard
gates H produce ensemble of all possible inputs (exponential number), on
which there is calculated classical function. Measurement of output of this
function restricts the original ensemble to only inputs giving the measured
output. Mathematically this restriction is to a periodic set of inputs, its
Fourier transform (QFT) allows to obtain this period, which is helpful for
finding the factors. Bottom: Ising Quantum Computer (IQC) schematic
application to 3-SAT problem (NP-complete). Instead of unitary gates, we
have transitional gates with nonnegative coefficients here. However, while
QC allows to fix only initial state in the past - only getting a random
measurement outcome in the future, spatial realization of IQC allows to
choose state/amplitude from both directions: fix left to ψL and right to
ψR. This way in the presented 3-SAT example scheme, applying mixing
X to all spins/qubits can transform any ψL into Boltzmann superposition
of all 2w inputs. Connecting them to all 3-SAT alternatives, and enforce all
their outcomes to 1, through Boltzmann (uniform here) sequence ensemble
should enforce initial mixing to values satisfying all alternatives. Spatial
”wires” for such spins require ferromagnetic interaction enforcing identical
values in neighboring spins, gates require specific interactions between e.g.
3 spins in previous layer and 1 in the following for OR(x, y, z).
